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charcoal, ink, acrylic paint, screen printed photos, paper
ruby elliott zuckerman
Contemplating the structures of nostalgia is at the heart of my work. For “guilt
free homecoming” I have chosen to focus on the socialist, Yiddish-speaking co-op my
grandfather grew up in as a site to ask questions such as: how important is physical space
to historical understanding? How does the emotional quality of a traumatic past get
transmitted? Nostalgia tends to twist space and time - what might look like? These
questions are particularly relevant for an Ashkenazi diasporic experience, where family
histories have had to be transmitted through storytelling and memory without the
possibility of a physical home country. Drawing heavily on the work of theorist Svetlana
Boym, I am attempting to answer these questions through a process of charcoal and ink
drawing, screen printed photographic imagery, and textual layering.
The cluttered nature of my drawing speaks to Boym’s notion that “when it comes
to making a home abroad, minimalism is not always the answer.” The threat of a lost
home often inspires a sentimentality around everyday details - something I address with
the repetition of motifs like radiators, air conditioners, fire escapes, chairs, and
houseplants. I am inspired by the large scale drawings of Los Angeles based artist Kaari
Upson, who creates pieces where multiple voices, dimensions, styles, and planes of
existence are able to coexist. This ability to hold different realities in one image speaks to
the experience of memory and trauma.
At the bottom of the piece is an imagined city block full of these kinds of
contradictions - the space is neither East or West coast, urban or rural. The windows are
full of intimate, detailed scenes, including screen printed photographs from the building
my grandfather lived in. By placing these scenes in a fantastic physical setting, I’m
asking the viewer to imagine what a Yiddish homeland might look like, and why that
might be impossible to fully visualize. The figure on the left side is meant to draw
attention to the impossibility of an objective history, and the phone acts as a physical
reminder of the imperfect, mediated process of gaining information. Including a
contemporary phone is also a reference to philosopher Henri Bergson’s description of
memory as virtual reality, and the way non-physical spaces can still have a tangible
existence. This work is large-scale in an attempt to transform the space the viewer is
standing in, and take them on a visual journey that echoes the process of immigration
explored in the piece.
Boym outlines two types of nostalgia - restorative nostalgia (which attempts to
rebuild what is lost) and reflective nostalgia (which is in love with the distance itself,
indulging in the heart-tug that comes from longing for something that you cannot attain).
My piece attempts to both memorialize the beauty in my family’s history and critique the
escapist nature of nostalgia, understanding that memory is always an imperfect
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construction. This piece is neither memorialization nor critique - rather I am creating a
visual interpretation of subjective (and flawed) engagement with the past.
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